Replication timing in a single human chromosome 11 transferred into the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line.
DNA replication in eukaryotes initiates from discrete genomic regions, termed origins, according to a strict and often tissue-specific temporal program. However, the genetic program that controls activation of replication origins has still not been fully elucidated in mammalian cells. Previously, we measured replication timing at the sequence level along human chromosomes 11q and 21q. In the present study, we sought to obtain a greater understanding of the relationship between replication timing programs and human chromosomes by analysis of the timing of replication of a single human chromosome 11 that had been transferred into the Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell line by chromosome engineering. Timing of replication was compared for three 11q chromosomal regions in the transformed CHO cell line (CHO(h11)) and the original human fibroblast cell line, namely, the R/G-band boundary at 11q13.5/q14.1, the centromere and the distal telomere. We found that the pattern of replication timing in and around the R/G band boundary at 11q13.5/q14.1 was similar in CHO(h11) cells and fibroblasts. The 11q centromeric region, which replicates late in human fibroblasts, replicated in the second half of S phase in CHO(h11) cells. By contrast, however, the telomeric region at 11q25, which is late replicating in fibroblasts (and in several other human cell lines), replicated in the first half of S phase or in very early S phase in CHO(h11) cells. Our observations suggest that the replication timing programs of the R/G-band boundary and the centromeric region of human chromosome 11q are maintained in CHO(h11) cells, whereas that for the telomeric region is altered. The replication timing program of telomeric regions on human chromosomes might be regulated by specific mechanisms that differ from those for other chromosomal regions.